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Exercise – Creating & Configuring a Buffer with a Predefined Due Date 

In this exercise you will learn how to create and configure a buffer with a predefined due date. 
Perhaps the due date was committed to with the stakeholders before a thorough plan was fleshed 
out. Generally, due dates should only be committed to after a realistic plan has been developed 
including the buffer. The end date of the buffer establishes the due date. 

1. Open a Chrome or Edge browser and enter the following: https://training.playbookteam.com 

2. Sign in Playbook as Bob (Username = Bob, password = PlayBook2021).  

3. Go to the Game Plan view and activate project XP 2000.  

4. Right-click on Major Milestone, Prototype Build Complete (WBS 1.3.9) then Set Target 
Date/Buffer. 
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5. In Buffer Properties click Ok to accept all the default settings. The buffer has been created and it 
has a dashed border indicating it is in planning and not yet active. Note the Target / Due Date 
(your Target/Due Date will be different than 29 Jul 22, but the key is to notice that the buffer 
begins the day after the Tracking Milestone and extends its full duration to the Target / Due 
Date). 

 

6. In this example, the team had already committed to a due date for the Prototype Build before 
having developed a detailed project plan. The due date they committed to is one week earlier, 
so they have to decide how best to model the buffer. They have two options. 

a. Option 1: Shorten the buffer’s duration such that the buffer begins the day after the 
Tracking Milestone and ends one week earlier. Right-click on the buffer then click Buffer 
Properties. 
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i. Under the Actual column, set Buffer Duration = 10 days instead of 15 days. Click Ok.  

 

ii. The Target / Due Date is now one week earlier.  

 

iii. However, there are a couple of issues with this approach. The buffer is too small for 
the amount of work there is to do, and it gives the false impression that the project 
is on track (in the green, low schedule risk).  

b. Option 2: Move the Target / Due Date one week earlier without shortening the buffer’s 
duration. Right-click on the buffer then click Buffer Properties. 
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i. Under the Actual column, set Buffer Duration = 15 days instead of 10 days. 

ii. Click Target / Due Date, select the date one week earlier then click Ok. 

 

iii. The buffer’s start date and Target / Due Date are one week before the Tracking 
Milestone. The buffer is right-sized, and it clearly indicates the project is at a higher 
level of schedule risk (on the cusp between medium and high (yellow and orange)). 

 

26. Sign Bob out of Playbook and Discard changes. 

This completes this exercise. 


